ITShastra Experiences Significant Growth Through First Quarter 2011
MUMBAI, India, May 24, 2011 – ITShastra, a software development, testing and design company for worldwide
business needs and offshore project delivery, today announced that during the first quarter of 2011 it added four
new clients, successfully completed 16 projects for existing clients globally and opened a fully-staffed new location
in Pune.
ITShastra provides quality software project services at significantly lower costs to organizations across any vertical.
Its four newest clients, who touch the mortgage, education and construction industries, enlisted ITShastra for
software and Web development services. Additionally, ITShastra’s migration experts transferred a new client’s
Web site from one hosting server to another, closely studying the site’s technicalities to smoothly transition the
company’s database and emails without any interruption to service.
The first quarter also saw ITShastra completing customized Web sites, meeting the unique business objectives of
clients spanning restaurants, banks, driving schools and also creating a Web site for children with special needs,
among others. Many sites were developed in PHP and were designed for maximum s earch engine optimization
(SEO). Other features include integrated news, galleries, blogs and videos, as well as expandable sections and
resizable backgrounds. Web sites developed by ITShastra offer clients enhanced functionality, such as improved
search capabilities, the ability to present and save online forms and the technology to facilitate online
registrations.
“ITShastra combines expert technology skills with a deep business understanding to offer a broad range of

services,” said Prasad Nagool, CEO of ITShastra. “Our clients can always depend on transparent, controlled project
monitoring, as well as reduced expenses. We look forward to working with the partners we gained in the first
quarter of this year and expect continued growth through the rest of 2011 and beyond as we double our
development staff and resources at all locations, including the newly opened Pune branch. ITShastra aligns our
growth plan with the needs of our clients looking to improve their technology and achieve a competitive edge.”
ITShastra, a premier software service and design company, produces leading-edge solutions, products and designs
for businesses worldwide. The company specializes in cost effective offshore product delivery and enables its
clients to maintain ultimate control over their development resources.
About ITShastra
Founded in 2001 and headquartered in Mumbai, India, ITShastra is a professionally managed software company
that is a global provider of consultancy, development, testing and design services for businesses around the world.
Its highly technical team has broad-based experience in both software design and Web application development
that address multiple vertical industries including Mortgage, Retail, Healthcare, Education, Film Industries, Banking
and more. ITShastra also has offices in Pune, Jalgaon and Nagpur, India as well as an affiliate office in Columbia,
Md. with IndiSoft, LLC. For more information visit www.itshastra.com or call +91 022 27781074 / +91 022
27781160.

